Bible Commentaries William Hendriksen
Eventually, you will utterly discover a other experience and carrying out by
spending more cash. yet when? realize you understand that you require to get
those every needs following having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to
acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you
to understand even more around the globe, experience, some places, afterward
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your very own become old to operate reviewing habit. in the midst of
guides you could enjoy now is bible commentaries william hendriksen below.

The Theology of the Book of Revelation Richard Bauckham 1993-03-04 The Book of
Revelation is a work of profound theology. But its literary form makes it
impenetrable to many modern readers and open to all kinds of
misinterpretations. Richard Bauckham explains how the book's imagery conveyed
meaning in its original context and how the book's theology is inseparable from
its literary structure and composition. Revelation is seen to offer not an
esoteric and encoded forecast of historical events but rather a theocentric
vision of the coming of God's universal kingdom, contextualised in the late
first-century world dominated by Roman power and ideology. It calls on
Christians to confront the political idolatries of the time and to participate
in God's purpose of gathering all the nations into his kingdom. Once Revelation
is properly grounded in its original context it is seen to transcend that
context and speak to the contemporary church. This study concludes by
highlighting Revelation's continuing relevance for today.
Philippians William Hendriksen 1973
New Testament Commentary Survey D. A. Carson 2007 Provides pastors and students
with expert guidance on choosing a commentary for any book of the New
Testament.
Romans William Hendriksen 1981-01-01
The Last Week Eleazar Barajas 2022-02-07 The Last Week It is a book containing
nineteen messages with the focus on the seven words of Jesus spoken from the
cross on Mount Calvary. They are messages that are preached by Rev. Eleazar
Barajas from the pulpit of the Church where he is currently Pastor. In addition
to pastoring, Rev. Barajas is a Family Counselor and professor at Golden Gate
Seminary.
New Testament Commentary William Hendriksen 2007 This set is ideal for pastors
and serious Bible students of the Reformed tradition. It is the only complete
commentary on the New Testament written solely from a Reformed perspective. The
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award-winning twelve-volume set features verse-by-verse exegesis and
applications, critical notes on the Greek text, chapter summaries, and
extensive bibliographies and indexes of authors, Scripture, and other ancient
writings enhance the usefulness of each volume. Begun by William Hendriksen,
Baker's New Testament Commentary has earned the acclaim and respect of Reformed
and evangelical scholars and pastors. Since Hendriksen's death in 1982, the
series has been continued by Simon J. Kistemaker. Four of the volumes compiled
by Kistemaker earned the Gold Medallian Award (Hebrews, James and 1-3 John,
Acts, and 1 Corinthians).
The Gospel of Luke William Hendriksen 1979
Romans William Hendriksen 1981-10-01
The Mystery Mission of Salvation in Christ Jesus Dr Ibim Alfred 2017-08-26 For
the past twenty years, I have thought and developed an interest in what I call
the mystery mission of salvation in Christ Jesus. This curiosity has
intensified over the past three years, and I am compelled by the divine spirit
of Christ Jesus to put my belief and faith in ink on paper. Apostle Paul, the
greatest theologian, stated, “Yet when I preach the gospel, I cannot boast, for
I am compelled to preach” (1 Cor. 9:16). Like Paul, I am writing this book not
of my own choice but of necessity. I believe I have been entrusted with this
assignment to unveil the mystery mission of salvation in Christ Jesus. Paul
stated, “For Christ’s love compels us, because we are convinced that one died
for all, and therefore all died” (2 Cor. 5:14). The love shown by Christ Jesus
(Gal. 2:20, Rom. 8:35–38) is the model of authentic existence and compels
believers like Paul, who thought that he had no choice but to imitate the
selflessness of Christ Jesus to preach the Gospel of salvation in Christ Jesus.
As a believer in the Savior, our Lord, and God Christ Jesus, I am obliged to
write this book about the Son of God who wrought salvation to the universe
through his birth on the first Christmas Day, his mission on earth for about
three years, his cruel death on the cross on the first Good Friday, and his
ultimate resurrection on the first Easter Sunday morning. My purpose in this
book is not to boast on human intelligence or ability; on the contrary, it is
to show the love of Christ Jesus who condescended and descended humbly from his
divine heavenly city to this sinful earthly city in order to bring eternal
salvation to all those who believe in him. I do hope and pray ardently and
fervently that this book might help just one person to come to know salvation
in Christ Jesus for the first time or open the spiritual eye and mind of a
believer to have a deeper and more holy understanding of the amazing grace and
love of Christ Jesus, who brings salvation to humanity by his wonderful and
mysterious mission of salvation, which is unveiled in this book. That person in
either situation could be you.
Limitless Life Derwin L. Gray 2013-09-10 Is your life limited by labels the
world and other people have used to define you? Labels you have internalized
and apply to yourself every day. Labels like Afraid. Or Addict. Orphan. Damaged
Goods. Failure. Maybe even Religious. These labels might be sewn into your life
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with such tight little stitches that they feel like a part of you. They feel
like they define you. But that’s a lie. If you let Him, Jesus can remove those
old labels and tattoo new ones onto your soul. Then you’ll begin to see
yourself as God the Father sees you. The limits will be lifted, and your life
will be transformed. It’s the truth. Join Pastor Derwin Gray on a fascinating
journey into what can happen when you offer your head, your heart, and your
hands to the only one who can offer you truly limitless life.
The Sermon on the Mount William Hendriksen 2020-10-28
Exposition of the Gospel According to Luke William Hendriksen 1978 Beginning
with a surprisingly interesting explanation of source theories, the
introduction defends Luke's importance and accuracy against modern critics.
Translation and commentary then analyzes and applies Luke's narrative.
Exposition of Paul's Epistle to the Romans William Hendriksen 1981 Begun by
William Hendriksen, Baker's New Testament Commentary has earned the acclaim and
respect of Reformed and evangelical scholars and pastors. Since Hendriksen's
death in 1982, the series has been continued by Simon J. Kistemaker. Four of
the volumes compiled by Kistemaker earned the Gold Medallion Award (Hebrews,
James and 1-3 John, Acts, and 1 Corinthians). The series was completed in 2001
with the publication of Revelation. This award-winning series from Baker
Academic is currently the only available commentary from a Reformed perspective
that covers the entire New Testament.
Revelation Robert W. Wall 1991 Horsemen, signs, seals, weeks this volume in
Hendrickson's popular New International Biblical Commentary tackles the New
Testament book that puzzles and intrigues laypeople and students alike. Wall
takes a sane, common-sense approach to Revelation, explaining both its
historical setting and its apocalyptic character. Like other NIBC volumes, this
commentary uses the NIV for clarity and accessibility. Wall s commentary is a
valuable contribution to the study of Revelation. It interacts well with most
of the leading contemporary scholarship in the field. It provides an angle of
perspective on John s vision that opens some new vistas into its meaning and
provides healthy correctives of many misconceptions. This is a useful resource
for college and seminary classes on Revelation and a helpful tool for those
with theological/biblical training who would lead Bible studies on Revelation.
M. Robert Mulholland, Jr., Asbury Theological Seminary
Survey of the Bible William Hendriksen 1984-01-01
New Testament Commentary Simon J. Kistemaker 1993
Revelation (Understanding the Bible Commentary Series) Robert W. Wall
2011-08-01 The Understanding the Bible Commentary Series helps readers navigate
the strange and sometimes intimidating literary terrain of the Bible. These
accessible volumes break down the barriers between the ancient and modern
worlds so that the power and meaning of the biblical texts become transparent
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to contemporary readers. The contributors tackle the task of interpretation
using the full range of critical methodologies and practices, yet they do so as
people of faith who hold the text in the highest regard. Pastors, teachers, and
lay people alike will cherish the truth found in this commentary series.
New Testament Commentary William Hendriksen 1964
Exposition of the Gospel According to John William Hendriksen 2002 Bible
commentary to the book of John.
The Bible on the Life Hereafter William Hendriksen 1977
Expositor's Bible Commentary---Revised: 5-Volume New Testament Set Tremper
Longman, III 2012-11-06 Now complete, this thoroughly revised edition of The
Expositor's Bible Commentary includes the work of fifty-six contributors,
thirty of whom are new. The original work has earned its reputation with
students, professors, and pastors the world over. Building upon the foundation
of its predecessor, this collection provides the most current scholarship and
resources. This pack includes the 5 volumes covering the New Testament.
New Testament Commentary William Hendriksen 1968
Behold, He Cometh Herman Hoeksema 2019 Behold, He Cometh is an essay-style
commentary on the much disputed book of Revelation. By careful exegesis, the
author gives a solidly Reformed, amillennial interpretation of scripture. This
book sets forth in clear, concise language the comforting truths concerning the
end times.
The Complete Bible Commentary George Williams 2008-11 A classic, one-volume
commentary written with an uncompromising commitment to the inspiration,
authority, and integrity of the Scriptures.
The Moody Bible Commentary Michael Rydelnik 2014-03-15 Now you can study the
Bible with the faculty of the Moody Bible Institute! Imagine having a team of
30 Moody Bible Institute professors helping you study the Bible. Now you can
with this in-depth, user-friendly, one-volume commentary. General editors
Michael Rydelnik and Michael Vanlaningham have led a team of contributors whose
academic training, practical church experience, and teaching competency make
this commentary excellent for anyone who needs help understanding the
Scriptures. This comprehensive and reliable reference work should be the first
place Sunday school teachers, Bible study leaders, missionaries, and pastors
turn to for biblical insight. Scripture being commented on is shown in bold
print for easy reference, and maps and charts provide visual aids for learning.
Additional study helps include bibliographies for further reading and a subject
and Scripture index. The Moody Bible Commentary is an all-in-one Bible study
resource that will help you better understand and apply God's written
revelation to all of life.
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Exposition of Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon
William Hendriksen 1996-01-01 Begun by William Hendriksen, Baker's New
Testament Commentary has earned the acclaim and respect of Reformed and
evangelical scholars and pastors. Since Hendriksen's death in 1982, the series
has been continued by Simon J. Kistemaker. Four of the volumes compiled by
Kistemaker earned the Gold Medallion Award (Hebrews, James and 1-3 John, Acts,
and 1 Corinthians). The series was completed in 2001 with the publication of
Revelation. This award-winning series from Baker Academic is currently the only
available commentary from a Reformed perspective that covers the entire New
Testament.
Israel in Prophecy William Hendriksen 1968
The Gospel According to John D. A. Carson 1991 This commentary seeks above all
to explain the text of John's Gospel to those whose privilege and
responsibility it is to minister the Word of God to others, to preach and to
lead Bible studies. I have tried to include the kind of information they need
to know, but to do so in such a way that the informed layperson could also use
the work in personal study of the Bible, exclusively for purposes of personal
growth in edification and understanding. In particular, I have attempted: (1)
To make clear the flow of the text. (2) To engage a small but representative
part of the massive secondary literature on John. (3) To draw a few lines
towards establishing how the Fourth Gospel contributes to biblical and
systematic theology. (4) To offer a consistent exposition of John's Gospel as
an evangelistic Gospel. - Preface.
Expository notes, with practical observations, on the New Testament William
Burkitt 1832
Exposition of Thessalonians, the Pastorals, and Hebrews William Hendriksen
1996-01-01 Begun by William Hendriksen, Baker's New Testament Commentary has
earned the acclaim and respect of Reformed and evangelical scholars and
pastors. Since Hendriksen's death in 1982, the series has been continued by
Simon J. Kistemaker. Four of the volumes compiled by Kistemaker earned the Gold
Medallion Award (Hebrews, James and 1-3 John, Acts, and 1 Corinthians). The
series was completed in 2001 with the publication of Revelation. This awardwinning series from Baker Academic is currently the only available commentary
from a Reformed perspective that covers the entire New Testament.
When the Man Comes Around: A Commentary on the Book of Revelation Douglas
Wilson 2019-07-30 "Though St. John the Evangelist saw many strange monsters in
his vision, he saw no creature so wild as one of his own commentators." ~ G.K.
Chesterton The book of Revelation was written to do just that: reveal. But most
commentaries nowadays either engage in bizarre speculations about the future,
or they keep an embarrassed distance from all the apocalyptic events that the
apostle John says will “shortly take place.” In this commentary, Douglas Wilson
provides a passage-by-passage walkthrough of the entire book, showing how
John’s most notorious prophecies concern the Fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70.
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Explaining symbols and characters as he goes, Wilson shows from the text that
not only is this book not an elaborate code, but that Revelation is not even
ultimately concerned with the end of the world as we know it. Revelation is
about the triumph of the Church, which always happens when the Man comes
around.
The Returning King Vern S. Poythress 2000 Noted New Testament scholar Poythress
provides an understandable and practical look into Revelation in this
insightful commentary. Poythress focuses on Revelation's core message and
ensures that its details do not cloud the big picture. He shows Revelation to
be a picture book, not a puzzle book, relevant and applicable to the daily
lives of Christians.
Revelation G. K. Beale 2015-01-02 G. K. Beale’s monumental New International
Greek Testament Commentary volume on Revelation has been highly praised since
its publication in 1999. This shorter commentary distills the superb
grammatical analysis and exegesis from that tome (over 1,300 pages) into a book
more accessible and pertinent to preachers, students, and general Christian
readers. As in the original commentary, Beale views Revelation as an integrated
whole, as a conscious continuation of the Old Testament prophetic books, and
shows that recognizing Revelation’s nearly constant use of Old Testament
allusions is key to unlocking its meaning. Interspersed throughout the volume
are more than sixty sets of “Suggestions for Reflection” to help readers better
grasp the relevance of Revelation to their lives and our world today.
Romans Jared C. Wilson 2013-04-30 The Knowing the Bible series is a new
resource designed to help Bible readers better understand and apply God’s Word.
Each 12-week study leads participants through one book of the Bible and is made
up of four basic components: (1) Reflection questions designed to help readers
engage the text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlighting the
gospel of grace throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections” showing how
any given passage connects to the Bible’s overarching story of redemption
culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings” identifying how historic
orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout Scripture. With
contributions from a wide array of influential pastors and church leaders,
these gospel-centered studies will help Christians see and cherish the message
of God’s grace on each and every page of the Bible. The book of Romans was
Paul’s greatest literary achievement, a majestic letter in which the apostle
expounds on crucial doctrines such as original sin, election, substitutionary
atonement, the role of the law, and justification by faith alone. Plumbing the
theological depths, Jared Wilson writes with a pastor’s eye toward
understanding and application as he explains the biblical text with clarity and
passion, helping readers follow along as Paul recounts the history of salvation
and illuminates the glories of the cross of Christ.
More Than Conquerors William Hendriksen 1998-06-01 With an uninterrupted
printing history since it was first published in 1939, this classic
interpretation of the book of Revelation has served as a solid resource and
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source of inspiration for generations. Using sound principles of
interpretation, William Hendriksen unfolds the mysteries of the apocalypse
gradually, always with the purpose of showing that "we are more than conquerors
through Christ." Both beginning and advanced students of the Scriptures will
find here the inspiration to face a restless and confusing world with a joyful,
confident spirit, secure in the knowledge that God reigns and is coming again
soon. This edition features a newly designed interior layout.
Exposition of James, Epistles of John, Peter, and Jude Simon Kistemaker 2002
Begun by William Hendriksen, Baker's New Testament Commentary has earned the
acclaim and respect of Reformed and evangelical scholars and pastors. Since
Hendriksen's death in 1982, the series has been continued by Simon J.
Kistemaker. Four of the volumes compiled by Kistemaker earned the Gold
Medallion Award (Hebrews, James and 1-3 John, Acts, and 1 Corinthians). The
series was completed in 2001 with the publication of Revelation. This awardwinning series from Baker Academic is currently the only available commentary
from a Reformed perspective that covers the entire New Testament.
Exposition of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians Simon J. Kistemaker 1997
This set is ideal for pastors and serious Bible students of the Reformed
tradition. It is the only complete commentary on the New Testament written
solely from a Reformed perspective. The award-winning twelve-volume set
features verse-by-verse exegesis and applications, critical notes on the Greek
text, chapter summaries, and extensive bibliographies and indexes of authors,
Scripture, and other ancient writings enhance the usefulness of each volume.
Begun by William Hendriksen, Baker's New Testament Commentary has earned the
acclaim and respect of Reformed and evangelical scholars and pastors. Since
Hendriksen's death in 1982, the series has been continued by Simon J.
Kistemaker. Four of the volumes compiled by Kistemaker earned the Gold
Medallian Award (Hebrews, James and 1-3 John, Acts, and 1 Corinthians).
Believer's Bible Commentary William MacDonald 2016-08-16 Make Bible study a
part of your daily life with the thorough yet easy-to-read commentary that
turns complicated theology into practical understanding. The second edition of
Believer's Bible Commentary is a one-volume guide that helps the average reader
develop basic knowledge of the Bible. This commentary, written by the late
William MacDonald, explores the deeper meanings of every biblical book and
tackles controversial issues from a theologically conservative standpoint while
also presenting alternative views. Serving as a friendly introduction to Bible
study, Believer's Bible Commentary gives clarity and context to scripture in
easy-to-understand language. Features: Introductions, notes, and bibliographies
for each book of the Bible A balanced approach to linguistic studies and useful
application Comments on the text are augmented by practical applications of
spiritual truths and by a study of typology, where appropriate Colorful maps of
the Holy Land and other useful study helps Can be used with any Bible
translation but is best used with the New King James version
Zondervan NIV Bible Commentary: Old Testament Kenneth L. Barker 1994 Here, at
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last, is a commentary for readers who are not satisfied with the brevity of the
standard one-volume commentaries but do not need a large, expensive set of
commentaries. The Zondervan NIV Bible Commentary is an abridgment of the awardwinning Expositor's Bible Commentary. Its retains all the essential information
and insights of the original twelve-volume set, without cumbersome technical
details. The contributors represent the best in evangelical scholarship from a
wide range of denominations. Charts, maps, tables, and pictures have been added
to make this two-volume set a reference work that is truly useful for all
readers of the Bible. Another useful feature is the insertion of Goodrick /
Kohlenberger numbers wherever a Hebrew or Greek word is discussed in some
detail; an index to these discussions is found at the end of each volume.
Invitation to Biblical Interpretation, 2nd ed. Andreas Köstenberger 2021-02-23
An authoritative guide to accurately interpreting and applying God's Word In
this second edition of Invitation to Biblical Interpretation, Andreas
Kostenberger leads the reader step-by-step through the process of interpreting
and applying God's Word. The primary principle is the hermeneutical triad,
which consists of history, literature, and theology. Readers are equipped to
explore the historical background of a biblical passage, analyze its literary
genre and features, and derive its theological meaning in light of the biblical
canon. Numerous examples are provided throughout to illustrate the concepts. A
concluding chapter provides direction on practical application, preaching, and
helpful tools for Bible study. Additional features include key words and
definitions at the end of each chapter, study questions, and practical
exercises for applying the material. An appendix lists numerous resources for
Bible study, including recommended commentaries for every book of the Bible.
The second edition updates these resources, as well as the sources cited
throughout, and includes a revised chapter on the Old Testament canon.
Instructors, students, pastors, and anyone who desires to interpret Scripture
accurately will find this volume to be an indispensable addition to their
library.
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